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ABSTRACT This paper presents an active mode subtraction method based on the characteristic mode

analysis to estimate the forward directivity based on the difference in modal significance curves. This made

the optimization of the antenna gain in the design process to be more efficient. To the best of the authors’

knowledge, such method is innovative and proposed in literature for the first time. This method is derived on

the basis that the total radiated field of the antenna, and consequently, the directivity is mainly contributed by

the excited dominant modes. To demonstrate its effectiveness, three compact, planar, and wearable antennas

with increasing complexity will be designed and optimized using this method. The first is a conventional

circular patch antenna operating at 5.3 GHz, whereas the second one is a planar loop antenna operating

at 3.08 GHz. The third design is a crown-shaped planar antenna (CPA) with a 3 × 3 artificial magnetic

conductor (AMC) plane integrated underneath to reduce potential coupling effects from the body. All three

antennas are made fully using textiles with the same thicknesses: felt fabric as its substrate and ShieldIt

Super as its conductive textile. For all designs, the use of the proposed method, which is validated using the

method of moments, has predicted the maximum direction of radiation and its respective gain at the desired

frequencies with good accuracy. Besides that, the design of the AMC plane for the CPA is also optimized

using CMA prior to the integration with the antenna and a leather wrist strap. Measurements of the final

crown-shaped antenna design indicated a good agreement with simulations, with an operating bandwidth of

more than 240 MHz, FBR of 15.73 dB and a directional radiation pattern outward from the body.

INDEX TERMS Characteristic mode analysis, wearable antennas, textile antennas, artificial magnetic

conductors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip antennas are widely used due to their low profile,

lightweight, low fabrication cost and ease of integration with

printed circuit board designs [1], [2]. In recent years, flexible

electronic devices have especially become important to cater

to the various wireless communication applications such as

the internet of things (IoT), emergency services, medical

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Kai-Da Xu .

and military [3], [4]. Wearable antennas are typically imple-

mented to support the wireless communication capability in

such electronic devices. They are designed using flexible

materials to ease their integration with clothing when placed

on various body locations such as on the chest, wrist, head,

etc. This enables the sensing and monitoring the parameters

from a person such as heart rate [5]. Furthermore, flexible

materials such as textiles are low in relative permittivity,

which potentially increases antenna bandwidth and reduces

the surface wave losses [6].
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Various techniques have been proposed to make the

antenna design process more efficient. Moreover, as the need

for smaller and multi-functional wireless devices increases,

the incorporation of various techniques onto the design of

an antenna radiator to achieve such objectives complicates

the optimization process of the antenna. Examples of tech-

niques to enable miniaturization and bandwidth widening

include the incorporation of slots onto the antenna patch and

metamaterial-based methods [7]. One of the popular types

of metamaterials in planar form is the artificial magnetic

conductor (AMC). They are typically used as the ground

plane of an antenna to increase gain of the major lobe and

decrease the undesirable back radiation [8]. This is due to

the unique properties of AMC, which enable the reflection

of incident electric field without changing the phase of the

incident wave. This property can be used to improve the

directivity of the antenna, thereby improving gain [9].

Characteristic mode analysis (CMA) is a suitable method

for designing the antenna structure. The theory of CMA was

first introduced in [10] and later refined in [11], [12]. Its

parameters which include the modal significance, eigenvalue,

and the characteristic angle, enable the visualization ofmodes

and individual current flows. This is due to the capability of

CMA in providing a set of orthogonal currents characteristic,

which modes are numerically obtained for conductive bodies.

These modes are only related to structure of the antenna,

its size, and its operating frequency. This enables CMA to

provide a physical explanation of the antenna radiation, thus

facilitating the understanding of the structure for an efficient

antenna design, synthesis and optimization [13].

In this paper, a method to optimize gain and directivity

by studying the active modes from different radiating struc-

tures using CMA is proposed. This method, referred to as

the active mode subtraction (AMS) method, is based on the

principle of subtracting the magnitudes of the electric fields

of the dominant modes. To determine the dominant modes,

the modal significance of the structure is first observed at the

desired frequency using CMA. To efficiently optimize the

gain/directivity, AMS values are evaluated at different direc-

tions (relative to the forward direction). These evaluations are

also performed for different dominant modes at a common

resonant frequency. This is performed on the basis that the

total radiated field of the antenna, and consequently, the direc-

tivity is mainly determined by the dominant modes [14].

Thus, the radiation patterns generated are resulting from the

combination of the excited dominant modes [15], [16]. To the

best of the authors’ knowledge, such method for this purpose

is innovative and proposed in literature for the first time.

The proposed technique is demonstrated on three practical

and unique wearable antenna topologies, as follows:
• Design 1: a conventional circular patch antenna.

• Design 2: a planar loop antenna.

• Design 3: a crown-shaped patch antenna.

Results from simulations using CMA and method of

moments (MoM), and measurements for both prototypes

will be presented to validate this method. Furthermore, the

application of the CMA method in the antennas’ design

and optimization procedure will be performed systematically,

including for the design and integration of a unique AMC

structure in the first design. Finally, an on-body evaluation

of the proposed strap-type antenna is performed via simula-

tions and measurements, prior to the conclusion in the last

section

The level of improvements due to the addition of the AMC

structure is then evaluated and quantified by benchmarking

against a conventional wearable patch antenna. The use of the

new AMS method eases the design and behavior characteri-

zation of the proposed CPA for on-body applications and its

integration with the watch strap and textile AMC structure.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE AMS METHOD USING CMA

As aforementioned, the proposed AMS method is applied as

one of the important optimization steps in the antenna design

steps using CMA. To apply this method, the following steps

are performed:

i. The simplified more of the radiator structure is first

designed without the substrate and excitations

ii. This structure is analyzed using CMA to determine

the dominant modes at the target frequency. This can

be determined by observing the close-to-unity modal

significance.

iii. Upon determining the dominant modes of the struc-

ture, the antenna radiator is then integrated with its

substrate and excitation.

iv. Surface currents are generated to understand the oper-

ation of the antenna. Optimization in the structure in

terms of reflection parameters are done by observing

the changes the current paths and distributions on the

antenna radiator.

v. Next, the AMS method is applied to estimate the for-

ward directivity of the antenna. This method is based

on the subtraction of the magnitude of the electric

fields of the two dominant modes generated from the

proposed structure.

vi. The radiation patterns from the combinations of these

modes are then generated by simultaneously exciting

the dominant modes [15], [16]. The summations of

the electric fields from each mode is then determined.

These values determine the radiation behavior of the

structure, which in turn, enables the prediction of the

antenna directivity.

vii. When there is a small (< 1) difference between the

modal significance between the two or more active

modes, both of modes are properly excited, thus gen-

erating a high directivity towards the given direction.

viii. On the contrary, when this difference starts to increase

(to > 1), it indicates that one of the dominant modes

is not properly excited and has a lower electric field

intensity along the given direction. This results in the

decrease of the directive radiation of the structure due

to the unequally excited dominant modes and conse-

quently, the reduces total electric field.
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In literature, most of studies applied optimization methods

which are integrated within the simulation software package.

They include the likes of Genetic Algorithm (GA), Adap-

tive Response Surface Method (ARSM), and Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO), which are also capable of optimizing

antenna parameters such as the forward directivity at the

specific frequencies. Several other studies have also used

these optimization strategies to improve the directivity of the

antenna. For example:

i. The work in [17] presented a method in optimizing the

directivity in the broadside direction of a rectangular

patch antenna using GA. This optimization method

successfully resulted in a similar directivity as linear

arrays using a corporate or series feeding.

ii. Thework in [18] used the Contiguous PartitionMethod

(CPM) to optimize the directivities of different patterns

in planar monopulse array antennas. This optimization

method aims to arrive at a solution closest as possi-

ble to the reference pattern with maximum directivity.

A two-stage procedure is used in CPM to excite and

match the structure aimed at maximum directivity as

follows:

• the optimal excitation coefficients providing differ-

ent patterns with maximum directivity are first com-

puted based on the guidelines in [18].

• the CPM is used to match the optimal pattern, thus

defining the ‘‘best solution’’ compromise.

As a comparison, the proposedAMSmethod is simpler and

more flexible relative to the methods presented in literature.

This is because the CMA-based method does not require the

substrate layer and the excitation to be included in simula-

tions. This enables a shorter time and optimization effort in

estimating directivity of antennas, which can be implemented

on different antenna structures with varying complexities.

Three design examples demonstrating the application and

efficiency of this method will be explained in the forthcoming

section.

III. ANTENNA DESIGNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

A. DESIGN 1: CIRCULAR PATCH ANTENNA

In the first design, a conventional circular microstrip patch

structure is designed on top of a felt substrate, with a full

ground plane located on its reverse side. Fig. 1 presents

the geometry of the circular patch in this design. The felt

substrate layer used is 3 mm in height (h), with a dielectric

constant (εr ) of 1.3 and a loss tangent (tanδ) of 0.044. ShieldIt

Super R©conductive textile is used to form the conducting

elements in this antenna. It has a thickness of 0.17 mm and

an estimated conductivity of 1.18 × 105 S/m. The radius

of the patch is calculated based on the equation in [19] to

obtain resonance close to 5.8 GHz, which resulted in R1 =

13.22 mm. The overall size of the substrate is L1 × W1 =

38 × 42 mm2.

The width of the microstrip feed line (Wf) is optimized

using the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm

FIGURE 1. The geometry of the proposed circular patch antenna.

FIGURE 2. Geometry of the loop antenna.

available in FEKO [1]. The goal is focused on optimizing

the antenna impedance matching while varying Wf, which is

found to be best at 2.39 mm.

B. DESIGN 2: PLANAR LOOP ANTENNA

The next antenna is designed based on a planar loop structure

and fed using a coplanar waveguide (CPW) line, as shown

in Fig. 2. The same felt substrate and ShieldIt Super conduc-

tive textile with the same thicknesses are used for this design.

The radiating elements of the antenna consists of a three-turn

continuous rectangular loop located on the top surface of the

felt substrate (see Fig. 3). The same PSO method is used to

optimize twenty significant dimensions, with an optimization

reflection coefficient goal of at least −10 dB for operation at

3.08 GHz. The improved the current distributions along the

surface of the radiating elements then enhanced the antenna

overall performance. The CPW line feeding implemented in

this design enables a single-layered design for the textile

loop antenna. The gap between the feed line and the CPW

enables the control of the antenna’s impedance matching

and must be designed with care to ensure optimized reso-

nance. The detailed antenna dimensions are summarized in

Table 1.
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FIGURE 3. Loop antenna structure (a) one turn (b) two turns (c) three
turns.

TABLE 1. Loop antenna dimensions.

TABLE 2. CPA dimensions.

C. DESIGN 3: CROWN-SHAPED PATCH WITH AMC PLANE

To design this antenna, Design 1 is modified to enable minia-

turization and bandwidth broadening by the addition of slots.

The slots are added in the following way: first, two circular

slots with radii of R2 = 1.95 mm, and R3 = 1.19 mm,

respectively, are inserted on the center and the top edge of

the patch. Next, a small V-shaped slot positioned under the

circular slot positioned on the top edge of the patch. This is

followed by the insertion of a pair of lung-shaped slots on the

left and right sides of the patch. Besides that, the bottom side

of the patchwas organized as two opposite E-shaped elements

that were isolated by a large rectangular slot, as depicted

in Fig. 4. These procedures, presented in four steps, will be

discussed in the next section to highlight their influence on

the performance of the antenna. All antenna parameters are

tabulated in Table 2.

The AMC plane consists of a 3× 3 array of diamond patch

unit cells, centered on a felt substrate with dimensions. This

patch is then integrated with a pair of arched burrs at the top,

middle and the bottom of the patch, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

The vertical distance between the middle-arched burrs of two

adjacent cells isD1= 13mm,whereas the horizontal distance

FIGURE 4. Layout of the CPA.

FIGURE 5. (a) 3 × 3 array AMC unit cell structure (b) Side view of the
composite antenna.

between them isD2= 3 mm. In addition to that, the isolation

distance between the patch cells is D3 = 1 mm, whereas the

dimensions of the diamond cell are D4 = 13 mm and D5 =

12 mm.

In general, AMC planes reflects incident E-fields without

affecting its phase. Using this property, the directivity of the

antenna can be increased and in turn, gain can be improved

[20]. When positioned over the AMC reflector, a small spac-

ing is preferred between this reflector and the antenna. This

is to avoid the cancellation of the radiation of the currents

on the antenna by the mirror image currents flowing in the

opposite surface, which will consequently affect the radiation

performance severely [21]. Several literatures have imple-

mented this distance using air gaps, with its distance from

the AMC or Perfect Electrical Conductor (PEC) reflector

realized using vias or PCB spacers. Besides that, the same

substrate material can be used as the spacer and is defined

in Fig. 5(b).
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FIGURE 6. Structure of CPA with a watch strap.

TABLE 3. Strap/buckle dimensions.

FIGURE 7. Modal significance and reflection coefficient results of
circular patch antenna.

Next, the reflector plane is replaced by a strap attached to

the left and right sides of the CPA to increase its practicality in

wireless body area network (WBAN) applications. The strap

is made of genuine leather with a dielectric constant of εr =

1.8 and thickness of 3 mm, whereas the strap/buckle is made

of stainless steel with a conductivity of σ = 1 × 106 S/m.

The CPA with the strap is shown in Fig. 6, and the overall

dimensions are illustrated in Table 3.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DESIGN 1: CIRCULAR PATCH ANTENNA

The radiation characteristics of the circular patch antenna

are first analysed using CMA and MoM. Based on Fig. 7,

the circular antenna exhibits a 10 dB bandwidth of 150 MHz

(from 5.22 to 5.37 GHz), centered at 5.3 GHz. Besides that,

the modal significance analysis of the radiator indicated that

mode 1 and mode 2 are the dominant modes at the center

frequency.

Next, the AMS method is applied to estimate the forward

directivity of the antenna based on the CMA technique,

as described in Section II. Fig. 8 show that the peak forward

directivity of the antenna is obtained at θ = 0◦. This value

gradually diminishes when towards the rest of the directions.

For example, at θ = 0◦, the magnitude values of the electric

FIGURE 8. Directivity of circular patch antenna at 5.3 GHz at the x-y
plane (with θ = 0◦).

TABLE 4. AMS status at different degrees of θ directions.

field at the two dominant modes 1 and 2 are 8.2 V and 8.24 V,

respectively. The subtraction result for these two modes is

0.04 V (less than 1), indicating a similarity between the

electric field values produced by the two modes are similar.

The directivity and the realized gain achieved are 8.47 dBi

and 6.36 dBi, at this θ direction. Next, the separation dis-

tance between the electric field of the modes is significantly

increased at θ = 30◦, hence, increasing the AMS result to

0.84 V. However, this value is still less than unity, with a

directivity and realized gain 5.87 dBi and 3.76 dBi at this

direction. When the radiation direction is changed to θ =

60◦ and θ = 90◦, the spacing between the two curves is

further increased. The AMS values produced is 2.78 V and

5.42 V, respectively, which exceeds unity. The directivity

and the realized gain then deteriorated to −1.209 dBi and

−3.32 dBi, respectively at θ = 60◦, whereas at θ = 90◦, these

values are −14.71 dBi and −16.82 dBi, respectively. Table 4

summarizes the results obtained from the AMS method at

different θ directions. Based on the electric fields of the

dominant modes illustrated in Fig. 9, it is observed that the

electric field magnitudes of modes 1 and 2 are the closest

at θ = 0◦. It can be also concluded that the value of AMS

remains less than unity up to θ = 30◦ direction, which also

exhibited an acceptable result of directivity and gain.

B. DESIGN 2: PLANAR LOOP ANTENNA

CMA analysis of the loop radiator indicates that mode 6 and

mode 11 are the dominant modes at the initial resonant
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FIGURE 9. AMS calculations at different degrees of θ .

FIGURE 10. Modal significance and reflection coefficient results.

FIGURE 11. Directivity of Loop antenna at 3.08 GHz at the x-y plane (with
θ = 40◦).

frequency of 3.08 GHz, as illustrated in Fig. 10. This antenna

is then integrated with the substrate. Upon excitation, it is

noticed that its peak directivity is directed at θ = 40◦, with

nulls at θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦, as depicted in Fig. 11.

Next, to optimize the directivity/gain, the magnitudes of

the electric field for the two modes are subtracted at different

θ directions, as shown in Fig. 12. It is seen that the minimum

value of AMS is 0.03 V, produced from subtracting the two

dominant modes 6 and 11 at θ = 40◦. At this direction, a max-

imum directivity of 1.02 dBi and realized gain of 0.164 dBi is

produced.When the spacing between the two curves is signif-

icantly increased, the AMS value is also increased to 7.5 V (at

θ = 0◦) and 2 V (at θ = 90◦). On the contrary, the directivity

produced is −5.57 dBi (at θ = 0◦) and −5.8 dBi (at θ =

90◦). A realized gain of−6.42 dBi (at θ = 0◦) and−6.66 dBi
FIGURE 12. AMS calculations at different degrees of θ (a) θ = 0◦ (b) θ =

30◦ (c) θ = 40◦ (d) θ = 60◦ (e) θ = 90◦.
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TABLE 5. AMS values at different θ directions.

FIGURE 13. The reflection coefficients of the conventional and each
design step of the proposed antenna.

(at θ = 90◦) is produced. Furthermore, the AMS value

remained higher than 1 at θ = 30◦ and θ = 60◦, indicat-

ing 1.5 V and 1.58 V, respectively. The forward directivity

and realized gain obtained is 0.621 dBi and −0.276 dBi,

respectively at θ = 30◦, whereas its obtained −0.79 dBi and

−1.57 dBi, respectively at θ = 60◦. Table 5 summarizes the

AMS results at different degrees of θ .

C. DESIGN 3: CROWN-SHAPED PATCH WITH AMC PLANE

The proposed CPA is designed and simulated using FEKO

software usingMoMandCMAmethods in terms of reflection

coefficient, gain, surface current distribution, and radiation

patterns. In Fig. 13, the reflection coefficient generated by

a conventional circular antenna radiator is compared with

the step by step addition of various slot structures into the

proposed antenna radiator. Upon the excitation of the circular

patch, it is observed that the structure is resonant at 5.3 GHz

with a reflection coefficient of −11.13 dB. However, after

optimization, the final CPA produced a resonance at 5.8 GHz

with a reflection coefficient of −14.1 dB.

Next, the simple circular patch is modified at its patch

boundaries, followed by the connection of a rectangular stub

with the feed line. The rectangular slot stub technique is

designed based on [22], [23], and facilitated the impedance

matching between the microstrip line and the patch antenna.

This consequently improving the antenna reflection coeffi-

cient. It is observed that the first step shifted the resonant

frequency to 7.07 GHz, which was then gradually decreased

towards the 5.8 GHz target frequency.

FIGURE 14. Modal significance results of the CPA (a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2.

After that, E-shaped patches are added near the sides of

the feed line. The two symmetrical E-shaped elements are

designed based on [24], [25], whereas the rectangular stub

element at the antenna feed is designed based on [22], [23].

Specifically, in [24] and [25], the E-shaped elements con-

tributed to enable resonance control at the desired resonant

frequency. The addition of the rectangular and the E-shaped

patches have reduced the resonant frequency to 6.72 GHz and

5.97 GHz, respectively. These two techniques are then inte-

grated with the proposed antenna structure to easily enable

control of the operating frequency via parameter adjustments

towards the target frequency.

Finally, a pair of circular slots and another pair of semi-

circular slots are then etched onto the patch as the last step of

the design procedure. Themodal significance parameter from

the CMA has been used to optimize other antenna elements

such as the lung slots. Their locations have chosen based on

the generated surface currents, and the frequency response

has been evaluated at each design stage at the two dominant

modes. The combination of these techniques onto the patch

enabled the final design to form the final and unique crown

antenna structure and achieving the required specifications.

These steps considerably affected the resonant frequency

and reflection coefficient of the antenna, and therefore they

are considered critical steps in the optimization process in

shifting the resonant frequency to 5.8 GHz.

On the other hand, design steps of the CPA using the CMA

method are first performed without the substrate layer, full

ground plane, and excitation. Results indicate a close-to-unity

modal significance for the dominant modes of mode 1 and 2

at 5.8 GHz, as shown in Fig. 14. It is observed that the

rectangular-shaped slot and the pair of E-shape radiating

elements in the last three steps of the design procedure
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FIGURE 15. Surface current distribution of the designs (a) conventional design (b-d) loop design (e-h) CPA design.

drastically influenced the response of mode 1 of the CPA after

5.8 GHz. On the other hand, the effect of mode 2 in all steps

are minimal, producing an acceptable (close to unity) value.

Fig. 15(a) presents the current distributions of the con-

ventional circular patch design for mode 1 and mode 2 at

5.8 GHz. It is observed that the maximum current distribu-

tion along the surface of the radiator element is 27 dBA/m.

In the second design with one turn, modes 4 and 5 are the

dominant modes around 3.08 GHz with the surface current

of 36 dBA/m and 27 dBA/m, respectively. On the contrary,

in the case of two turns, it is found that the peak current

distribution obtained in the first case is reversed to 27 dBA/m

and 36 dBA/m for modes 4 and 5, respectively. Finally,

after the adding of the third turn, the dominant modes have

changed to mode 6 and 11 with the same maximum current

as of the previous case of two turns. As a result, more turns
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FIGURE 16. Directivity of CPA at 5.8 GHz at the x -y plane (with θ = 0◦).

make the surface current of the radiator more intensive as

shown in Fig. 15(b-d). On the other hand, the surface current

distribution of the CPA changes upon the introduction of

additional elements in the design procedure. It can be sum-

marized that the rectangular slot increases the current path of

the feed line and improved the current density to 45 dBA/m

for mode 1 and 27 dBA/m for mode 2, which consequently

improved reflection coefficients. On the other hand, the pair

of complementary E-shaped patch elements increased the

surface currents in this structure to 54 dBA/m (for mode 1)

and 36 dBA/m (for mode 2). Finally, the slots implemented in

the last step maintained the current density distribution over

the antenna surface and adjusted the operating frequency to

5.8 GHz (see Fig. 15(e-h)).

Next, the AMS method is applied to estimate the forward

directivity of the antenna based on the CMA technique.

As aforementioned, mode 1 and mode 2 are the dominant

modes for this structure. If the value of the electric field

subtraction of these modes is less than 1, that means the

two modes are strongly excited and contribute significantly

to the radiation pattern. On the other hand, AMS values of

greater than 1 indicates that one of the dominant modes is not

properly excited and has a lower electric field intensity along

the given θ direction. This affects the total radiation field and

considerably reduces the directivity.

It is found that the closer the subtracted AMS value to

0 V, the higher is the value of the structure’s directivity, with

an acceptable directivity ranging from 0 V to 1 V. As seen

in Fig. 16, the highest directivity is observed at θ = 0◦

and decreases as the θ value changes gradually. Nonetheless,

the main lobe shows a good forward directivity of approx-

imately between θ = ±30◦. Similarly, In Fig. 17(a), the

electric field subtraction of dominant modes 1 and 2 with

an AMS value of 0.29 V indicated 7.89 dBi of forward

directivity and 4.76 dBi of realized gain at θ = 0◦. This

directivity is significantly decreased to 5.49 dBi and 2.35 dBi

with the increase of the AMS value to 1.1 V (at θ = 30◦) and

2 V (at θ = 45◦), as shown in Fig. 17(b) and (c), respectively.

The realized gain is also significantly decreased to 2.344 dBi

FIGURE 17. AMS calculations at different degrees of θ (a) θ = 0◦ (b) θ=

30◦ (c) θ= 45◦.

and −0.83 dBi at these two directions, respectively. When

θ is above ±30◦, the AMS value exceeds 1 V; resulting in

a significant directivity degradation. It is observed that the

maximum AMS value between the modes is obtained at θ =

90◦, producing a directivity and realised gain of −13.9 dBi

and −17.07 dBi, respectively. This again indicated that the

maximum directivity has been obtained when a minimum

spacing between the electric field magnitudes of the two

dominant modes (with AMS values of less than 1), at θ =

0◦. On the contrary, the AMS value increased to the 3.11 V

and 5.8 V at θ = 60◦ and 90◦, respectively, and causing the

directivity to significantly decrease. Table 6 summarizes the

AMS results at different θ directions.

The next stage investigates the AMC reflector character-

istics using CMA. The first step involves the analyzing a

conventional diamond-shaped AMC unit cell without any

structural modifications. This unit cell is then integrated with

arched burrs and being examined in terms of modal signifi-

cance as shown in Fig. 18. The conventional AMC unit cell

indicated a low efficiency in the first three modes at 5.8 GHz.

After adding the arched burrs, all modes have improved, with
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TABLE 6. AMS status at different degrees of θ directions.

FIGURE 18. Modal significance of AMC unit cells at different modes with
and without arched burrs.

mode 3 showing a peak modal significance at the resonant

frequency. Next, the simulated current distribution of the

proposed AMC structure is presented in Fig. 19. In mode 1,

the horizontal current flow at the center of the 3 × 3 unit

cell array is maximum, and gradually reduces towards other

neighboring cells, except for the cells located at the corners.

For mode 2, the patch unit cells positioned in the middle

column showed a strong vertical current density, whereas

for mode 3, the currents are distributed in all the cells more

uniformly and circulate around the cell center.

Upon integration of the unit cell array and the radiator,

Fig. 20 shows a low current distribution on the surface of

the unit cells. This is due to the AMC plane operating as a

reflector, thus reducing back radiation within the antenna’s

operating bandwidth. Comparison of the CPA operating with

and without this 3 × 3 AMC ground indicated that both

of them obtained the highest gain of 8 dBi in the three-

dimensional (3D) plot with two independent θ and φ values,

whereas the forward gain at θ = 0◦ is 5.17 dBi in the

two-dimensional plot with a fixed φ value, as illustrated in

Fig. 21 (a) to (c).

The CPA is then fabricated and measured with a 3 ×

3 AMC array and strap watch for ease of integration into

differentWBAN applications, as shown in Fig. 22 (a) and (b).

The experimental results have good agreement with the sim-

ulated ones in terms of reflection coefficients and radiation

patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 22 (c) and (d). It can be observed

that the CPA with 3 x 3 AMC reflector operates in the reso-

nant frequency of 5.94 GHz with an impedance bandwidth of

more than 200 MHz, while the simulated relative impedance

bandwidth is 180MHz. The discrepancies between the exper-

imental and simulated results are due to factors such as the

FIGURE 19. Surface current visualization of 3 × 3 array of AMC unit cells
at different modes (a) mode1 (b) mode 2 (c) mode 3.

difference of material properties in practice and the effect of

the SMA connector. The 2-D far-field patterns presented the

watch strap antenna considering the influence of the wrist.

The results corresponding to the structure of the watch strap

partially or completely in contact with the wrist skin together.

The CPA has appropriately connected to the width and the

shape of the strap, and it shows mild ups and downs. More-

over, the feeding structure of the CPA is placed in a way that

does not contradict the strap at the two sides of the antenna,

which makes it a good candidate and adaptive for the IoT

and other on body applications. Furthermore, the watch strap
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FIGURE 20. Current distribution on the CPA with 3 × 3 AMC surface.

FIGURE 21. (a) 3D plot realized gain of CPA without AMC (b) 3D plot
realized gain of CPA with AMC (c) 2D plot realized gain of CPA with and
without AMC.

that is connected to the CPA has not impacted the working

frequency of the antenna, maintained around 5.8 GHz which

falls into the ISM Band. Besides that, the impedance band-

width of the antenna is broadened which yields to more than

380 MHz.

FIGURE 22. Fabricated and measurement results (a) CPA with 3 × 3 AMC
surface (b) CPA with strap watch (c) reflection coefficient (d) radiation
pattern.

The simulated radiation patterns of overall antenna config-

urations in two principle cut planes; (φ = 0◦) and (φ = 90◦)

are presented as shown in Fig. 23.

For wearable antennas, the FBR factor is critical and

effectiveness in back radiation reduction. The simulated FBR
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FIGURE 23. Simulated radiation patterns in the xz plane with and without
the AMC plane at: (a)φ = 0◦(b) : φ = 90◦.

TABLE 7. FBR at different degree of phi aT 5.8 GHz.

is observed to be larger than 12 dB in all the operational

frequency bands of the antenna when printed over the AMC

structure, with a maximum FBR of 17.33 dB at 5.8 GHz.

Measurements indicated that the CPAwith a 3 x 3AMCplane

featured an FBR of 15.73 dB. A summary of all FBR values

is presented in Table 7.

The antenna presented in this paper is compared with

recent state-of-art antennas, as illustrated in Table 8. The

comparison is made specifically with wearable antennas

operating in the 5.8 GHz band implementing AMC reflectors.

Physical dimension comparison in terms of wavelength at

the lowest operating frequency with antennas in the literature

indicated that the proposed antenna featured a more compact

size relative to [26] and [28]. Besides that, the gain obtained

by the proposed antenna is also improved compared with

those presented in [26]–[29], and [30] at 5.8 GHz. Moreover,

the obtained FBR in this work is also improved compared

TABLE 8. Comparison of design 3 with related state-of-art literature.

with [27] and [28]. These improvements, in combination with

the existing low profile, lightweight, and flexibility will make

the proposed antenna an attractive offering to the antennas

WBAN applications.

V. CONCLUSION

An efficient method of predicting the gain and directivity

of three compact and planar textile wearable antennas with

and without AMC for WBAN applications is presented.

This method, known as the active mode subtraction method,

is derived based on the characteristic mode analysis. To esti-

mate the forward directivity, the difference in modal sig-

nificance curves are computed. The total radiated field of

the antenna, and consequently, the directivity is mainly con-

tributed by the excited dominant modes. This improved the

efficiency of the optimization of the antenna gain in the

antenna design process. The three wearable antennas used

to validate this method are made fully using textiles using

felt as their substrates and ShieldIt Super as the conductive

textile. Moreover, these antennas are chosen to vary in terms

of design complexity, and include a simple circular patch

antenna, a planar loop antenna and a crown-shaped planar

antenna. Besides that, the final antenna is also integrated with

diamond-shaped AMC unit cells with arched burrs, which

is also optimized using the CMA method. Comparison with

results generated using MoM indicated the gain and direc-

tivity of all three antennas can be predicted accurately using

the proposed method. These results are then used to optimize

the directivity and realized gains towards the intended direc-

tion. For instance, the simulation and measurement results

obtained using this method for the final antenna indicated

an improved FBR of 17.33 dB and 15.73 dB, respectively.

Comparison of the proposed antenna with the state-of-the-art
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wearable antennas designed with AMC planes indicated

improvements in terms of gain, directivity, and size compact-

ness, making it suitable for off-body wearable applications.
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